CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Man in search of comfort struggle to meet up with good career and for this
to be achieved, it has to be started as early as possible. From the time man is born,
expectations abound to know what likely he will be able to do as he grows up. This
has to do with his natural behaviour and mental exercise display. This continues in
family/parents and other relaxation acting as counselling unit until the child goes in
to school. In school the teacher takes over the counselling, it is

a continuous

exercise until one finds one‟s feet, then he can continue from there and equally be
in a position to guide and counsel others.
The stages where much work is carried out on counselling is in secondary
schools .This is a stage when a child is grown to be able to understand maturely
and when the child‟s attitude is fully studied in line with academic performance .
In all secondary school across the country , there exist a guidance and counsellor
office where people knowledgeable in the area of psychology are employed in
order to help advise the younger ones in school which way forward to their
future career . There people through class visitation, Observing students during
recreation and calling on them at intervals for questioning, came to know the
students betters and be able to guide and counsel them in their future career
probably in university or in any other area of endeavour.
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The job of counselling in secondary school is not an easy job to be taking
into consideration the number students involved with respect to the number of staff
involved. It is always very difficult to handle all the students and to remember
everything about the students. This Counselling exercise needs a sophisticated
system for the operation of counselling alliterates some of the problem associated
with exercise.
Personal behaviour and area of interest, they keep very close marks with the
students to make sure that no stone is left unturned. This aspect of one‟s life is
taken very seriously in schools because that is mainly the reason people go to
school for the academics tests and examination only. The battle of career choice is
handed over to individual when he/she attain a stage of being able to duct for
himself what he/she really wants and how best possible to get such height. The
person can steer the wheels directly to his destination or deviate in the other way
due to carelessness or youthful exuberance; but the end justifies the means.
Sometimes, due to laxity and incapability on the side of the career guidance and
counsellor in schools, most of the students are led astray.
Hoyfield (1997) argues that a good career in life, makes a lot of meaningful
process in life. He queried „‟what is comfort and where comfort without a good
career‟‟. In his own views, it takes a long and rough way to arrive and clinch a
good career but when one finally gets to it, life comes to be what nature made it
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be. He made it clear and that life is associated with a good career and that such a
career is what can give full meaning of life a priceless gift of nature. Statistics
shows that people who find good career are enjoying high standard of living and
the unlucky ones cry of frustration and negatives social factors that limits life.

1.1

Statement Of The Problem
The number of students

involved in schools counselling are

very

enormous and few staff in counselling cannot handle the job effectively.
It is always very easy to forget information about students and to reach all the
students, contributes and problems.
Another major problem of the counselling is information storage. The made
of storage of information observed from the students in different forms is not
reliable and this makes the counselling to apply guess work in trying to direct
students in their future career work.
This is a very big delay in taking decision on students concerning their
future career. This is also because referencing to students information for decision
making takes a very long time.
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1.2

Aims/Objectives
The primary aim of this projects work is to provide lasting solution to the

problem affecting counselling exercise in secondary schools. The following
objectives below are the study
 To make the criteria and process involved in the exercise of counselling very
easy and flexible
 To carefully take care of the burden, the staff faces in trying to do the work
of counselling manually.
 To provide adequate enabling environment for counselling on student to
give them better career perspective
 To maintain adequate observed information on students for future reference
and quick decision taking.

1.3

Purpose Of The Study
The purpose of this project work is to probe into the developing a

counselling software for schools with a view of creating awareness of the use
computer in counselling with due consideration of this new technology
advancement.
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1.4 Significance Of The Study
This study is of numerous important to the guidance and counsellor
department and the society in general in different ways:
 It will help the counsellor to always direct the students in their best career
area with happiness because it will be result oriented.
 It will also help to eliminate the word frustration among the people which
is very common in the society.
 It will ease of the stress of the counsellor using his/her brain trying to store
information about different students in their large number and each
student‟s area of interest he/she is fit for.
 Using an automated system in this situation would be very efficient
especially in information storage.

1.5 Scope/ Delimitation Of The Study
The study covers the design and implementation of computerized career choice
counselling system in secondary schools.
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1.6 Constraints / Limitations
The major constraints identified in the course of this work are as follows:
 There are many secondary schools in primitive/rural areas that have little or
no technological facilities in the school. Implementation of this system in
such a situation becomes a problem.
 There may also be staff in the school who do not have knowledge on proper
usage of computer. If such staff works in the guidance and counselling unit,
it would be cumbersome for him/her to operate the computerized system.
Recommended solution to these problems is that there should be a room for
proper training of personnel who cannot operate computers properly. Also,
government should help provide technological facilities in those schools in the
rural areas that have little or no level of technology.
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1.7

Definition Of Terms

COUNSELLING: To give advise to another
SOCIETY :This is an organized group of people living together and having things
together
AUTOMATED: Less independent of human direction and utilizes techniques of
automation.
PROMPT: To motivate an action
SYSTEM: A combination of parts organized in a whole working together to
achieve a common purpose
PSYCHOLOGY: The study of mind and it‟s function
DATA: This is a raw and unprocessed facts and figures obtained from
experiments, research, surveys etc. used to develop something or make decision.
RECORD: To write down event so that it can be remember d
COMPUTER : This is an electronic device that accept raw facts as data and
processes it to give useful information.
INFORMATION: Data that has been processed.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE

2.1

Vocational Development and Career Counselling
Career development theories propose vocational models that include

changes throughout the lifespan. Super's model proposes a lifelong five-stage
career development process. The stages are growth, exploration, establishment,
maintenance, and disengagement. Throughout life, people have many roles that
may differ in terms of importance and meaning. Gottfredson proposed a cognitive
career decision-making process that develops through the lifespan. The initial stage
of career development is hypothesized to be the development of self-image in
childhood, as the range of possible roles narrows using criteria such as sex-type,
social class, and prestige. During and after adolescence, people take abstract
concepts into consideration, such as interests.
Career counselling may include provision of occupational information,
modelling skills, written exercises, and exploration of career goals and plans,
Rahardja (2008). Career counselling can also involve the use of personality or
career interest assessments, such as the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, which is
based on Carl Jung's theory of psychological type, or the Strong Interest Inventory,
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which makes use of Holland's theory. Assessments of skills, abilities, and values
are also commonly assessed in career counselling.

2.2

Training and supervision
Counselling psychology includes the study and practice of counsellor

training and supervision. As researchers, counselling psychologists may investigate
what makes training and supervision effective. As practitioners, counselling
psychologists may supervise and train a variety of clinicians. Counsellor training
tends to occur in formal classes and training programs. Part of counsellor training
may involve counselling clients under the supervision of a licensed clinician.
Supervision can also occur between licensed clinicians, as a way to improve
clinicians' quality of work and competence with various types of counselling
clients.
As the field of counselling psychology formed in the mid-20th century,
initial training models included Human Relations Training by Carkuff,
Interpersonal Process Recall by Kagan, and Micro counselling Skills by Ivey.
Modern training models include Egan's Skilled Helper model, and Hill's three stage
(exploration, insight, and action) model. A recent analysis of studies on counsellor
training found that modelling, instruction, and feedback are common to most
training models, and seem to have medium to large effects on trainees, Hill (2006).
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Problems can arise in supervision and training. First, supervisors are liable
for malpractice of their supervisee. Also, questions have arisen as far as a
supervisor's need for formal training to be a competent supervisor, Westefeld
(2009). Recent research suggests that conflicting, multiple relationships can occur
between supervisors and supervisees, such as that of evaluator, instructor, and
clinical supervisor, Westefeld (2009). The occurrence of racial micro-aggressions
against Black supervisees suggests potential problems with racial bias in
supervision, Constantine (2007). In general, conflicts between a counsellor and his
or her supervisor can arise when supervisors demonstrate disrespect, lack of
support, and blaming (Ladany & Inman, 2008).
2.3

Counseling psychology
Counselling psychology is a psychological specialty that encompasses

research and applied work in several broad domains: counselling process and
outcome; supervision and training; career development and counselling; and
prevention and health. Some unifying themes among counselling psychologists
include a focus on assets and strengths, person–environment interactions,
educational and career development, brief interactions, and a focus on intact
personalities, Gelso (2001).
In the U.S., counselling psychology programs are accredited by the
American Psychological Association (APA), while counselling programs are
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accredited through the Counsel for Accreditation of Counselling and Related
Educational Programs (CACREP). In all 50 states, counsellors can be licensed at
the master‟s degree level, once meeting the state and national criteria. To become
licensed as a counselling psychologist, one must meet the criteria for licensure as a
psychologist (4-7 year doctoral degree post-bachelors, 1 year full-time internship,
including 3,000 hours of supervised experience and exams). Both doctoral level
counselling psychologists and doctoral level counsellors can perform applied work,
as well as research and teaching.
Counselling psychology, like many modern psychology specialities, started
as a result of World War II. During the war, the U.S. military had a strong need for
vocational placement and training. In the 1940s and 1950s the Veterans
Administration created a specialty called "counselling psychology," and Division
17 (now known as the Society for Counselling Psychology) of the APA was
formed, Heppner (2008). This fostered interest in counsellor training, and the
creation of the first few counselling psychology PhD programs. The first
counselling psychology PhD programs were at the University of Minnesota; Ohio
State University, University of Maryland, College Park; University of Missouri;
Teachers College, Columbia University; and University of Texas at Austin.
The relationship between a counsellor and client is the feelings and attitudes
that a client and therapist have towards one another, and the manner in which those
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feelings and attitudes are expressed, Greenson (1967). The relationship may be
thought of in three parts: transference/countertransference, working alliance, and
the real- or personal-relationship, Greenson (1967).
2.4

Career Counseling
Counselling and career coaching are similar in nature to traditional

counselling. However, the focus is generally on issues such as career exploration,
career change, personal career development and other career related issues.
Typically when people come for career counselling they know exactly what they
want to get out of the process, but are unsure about how it may work. In the UK,
career counselling would usually be referred to as careers advice or guidance.
Career counselling is the process of helping the candidates to select a course
of study that may help them to get into job or make them employable. A career
counsellor helps candidates to get into a career that is suited to their aptitude,
personality, interest and skills. So it is the process of making an effective
correlation between the internal psychology of a candidate with the external factors
of employability and courses.
Career counsellors work with people from various walks of life, such as
adolescents seeking to explore career options, or experienced professionals
contemplating a career change. Career counsellors typically have a background in
vocational psychology or industrial/organizational psychology. The approach of
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career counselling varies, but will generally include the completion of one or more
assessments.
One of the major challenges associated with career counselling is
encouraging participants to engage with it. For example in the UK 70% of people
under 14 say they have had no careers advice while 45% of people over 14 have
had no or very poor/limited advice, Parcover (1998).
In a related issue some client groups tend to reject the interventions made by
professional career counsellors preferring to rely on the advice of peers or
superiors within their own profession. Jackson et al. found that 44% of doctors in
training felt that senior members of their own profession were best placed to give
careers advice, Galassi (1992). Furthermore it is recognised that the giving of
career advice is something that is widely spread through a range of formal and
informal roles. In addition to career counsellors it is also common for teachers,
managers, trainers and Human Resources (HR) specialists to give formal support
in career choices. Similarly it is also common for people to seek informal support
from friends and family around their career choices and to bypass career
professionals altogether. Today people rely on career web portals to seek advice on
resume writing and handling interviews; as also to research on various professions
and companies. It has even become possible to take vocational assessments online
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.Frank Parson's Choosing a Vocation (1909) was perhaps the first major work
which is concerned with careers guidance.
There are lots of career guidance and counselling centres all over the world.
They give services of guidance and counselling on higher studies, possibilities,
chances and nature of courses and institutes.
An objective form of career counselling is through an aptitude test, or a
career test. Career testing is now usually done online and provides insightful and
objective information about which jobs may be suitable for the test taker based on
combination of their interests, values and skills. Career tests usually provide a list
of recommended jobs that match the test takers attributes with those of people with
similar personalities who enjoy/are successful at their jobs.
2.5

Factors affecting admission
Whether to admit an applicant to a course is entirely the decision of each

individual university. They will base their decision on a variety of factors, but
primarily the grades predicted or already received in school leaver examinations.
As more and more applicants are attaining higher and higher grades in the A level
examinations, most universities also use secondary admissions criteria. These may
include results at GCSE or Standard grade examinations (or equivalent), the
references provided on the application and the information provided on the
personal statement. The personal statement can often be the deciding factor
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between two similar candidates so a small industry has sprung up offering false
personal statements for a fee. UCAS uses "similarity detection" software to detect
personal statements that have been written by third parties or copied from other
sources, and universities can reject applications for this reason.
The personal statements generally describe why the applicant wants to study
the subject they have applied for, what makes them suitable to study that subject,
what makes them suitable to study at degree level generally, any relevant work
experience they have gained, their extracurricular activities and any other relevant
factors. This is the only way admissions tutors can normally get an impression of
what a candidate is really like and assess the applicant's commitment to the subject.
In addition to the information provided on the UCAS form, some
universities ask candidates to attend an interview. Oxford and Cambridge almost
always interview applicants, unless, based on the UCAS form and/or admissions
tests, they do not believe the applicant has any chance of admission. Other
universities may choose to interview, though only in some subjects and on a much
smaller scale, having already filtered out the majority of candidates. The interview
gives the admissions tutors another chance to assess the candidate's suitability for
the course.
Universities are increasingly being put under pressure from central
Government to admit people from a wider range of social backgrounds. Social
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background can only be assessed by the type of school attended, as no information
about income or background is otherwise required on the UCAS form.
Another important determinant of whether an offer is to be made is the
amount of competition for admission to that course. The more competitive the
course, the less likely an offer will be made and, therefore, the stronger the
application must be. Applicants for medicine are often expected to have
undertaken extensive work experience in a relevant field in order to show their
commitment to the course. For the most competitive courses, less than 10% of
applications may result in admission, whereas at the less competitive universities,
practically all applicants may receive an offer of admission.
Ultimately, however, no matter how many extra-curricular activities and
work experience have been undertaken, if the admissions tutor does not believe,
based on the submitted exam results, the candidate is academically capable of
2.6

Data and Information System
The concepts of data and information are very important in understanding

issues that go with development and implementation of a computer-based
information system. The term „data‟ and „information‟ are used interchangeably in
everyday conversation as meaning the same thing. To many managers and
information specialists, however, these terms have distinct meanings. According to
O‟Leary (1996:22), data simply consists of raw, unprocessed facts while
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information is data that have been processed by the computer to be useful to the
recipient.
Data are facts obtained by observation, counting, measuring, weighing, etc.,
which are then recorded. Frequently, they are called raw or basic data and are often
records of day-to-day transactions of the organisation.
The concept of information in an organisation sense is more complex and
difficult than the frequent use of this common word would suggest. The literature
emphasised that information is data that have been processed, transmitted to the
recipient, interpreted and understood by the recipient. Here it should be noted that
the user, not just the sender is involved in the transformation of data into
information. There is a process of thought and understanding involved and it
follows that a given message can have different meanings to different people.
summarised, or processed in some other fashion to produce a message or report
which is conveniently deemed „management information‟ only becomes
information if it is understood by the recipient. Therefore, it is the user who
determines whether a report contains information or just processed data.
Information Technology has been an integral part of academic system since
almost four decades. Since the arrival of Internet technology, school system has
taken a new shape and style with a blend of convenience and satisfaction. Learning
from a student‟s bedroom, office or anywhere in the World has made its way into
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university system with the advent of Internet technology. Information technology
has always helped the university system to educate students in better way. To
explain few examples, student online clearance is a method where the student
obtains his/her clearance letter without carrying files around. This is only possible
with the help of information technology. This feature is safe, fast and has no
hazels. Filling out the documents and comparing options and waiting for approval
is a time consuming process. Through the Internet, this process is made much
easier and sometimes the approval is made within minutes. This explains an
efficient way of obtaining clearance and saves time and money for students.
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CHAPTER THREE
DESCRIPTIONS AND ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM
3.1

Methodology
There are two main sources of data collection in carrying out this study:

(a)

Primary source

(b)

Secondary source

Primary Source
Primary source refers to the sources of collecting original data in which the
researcher made use of empirical approach such as personal interview.
Secondary Source
The need for the secondary sources of data for this kind of project cannot be
over emphasized. The secondary data were obtained by the researcher from
magazines, Journal, Newspapers, Library source.
3.2

General Overview Of the System
Career assessments are tests that come in a variety of forms and rely on both

quantitative and qualitative methodologies. Career Assessments can help
individuals identify and better articulate their unique interests, values, and skills.
Career counsellors, executive coaches, career development centres, and
outplacement companies often administer career assessments to help individuals
focus their search on careers that closely match their unique personal profile.
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Career counselling advisors assess people's interests, personality, values and skills,
and also help them explore career options and research graduate and professional
schools. Career counselling provides one-on-one or group professional assistance
in exploration and decision making tasks related to choosing a major/occupation,
transitioning into the world of work or further professional training. The field is
vast and includes career placement, career planning, learning strategies and student
development.

3.3

Organogram
Directors
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Executive
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3.4

Information Flow Diagram

Administrator

Career Councillors

Clients/ students

3.6

Input Analysis

The input to the new system is a collection of the personal information of the client
which includes:
Name of Student
Area of Interest
Area of better performance
Desired profession
First best subject
Second best subject
Third best subject
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3.5

Output Analysis

The output from the system designed is a complete career counselling report
directing the client on the best job or courses to study based on his/her
performance.
3.7

Process
The data entered into the system is processed to give meaningful output.

3.8

Problems Of The Existing System
The problems facing the manual system includes:

 The process of collecting information is tedious.
 The record keeping system is poor. Losses of vital records have been reported
in the past consequently. Besides, protecting the file system from unauthorised
access is a problem that has defied solution.
 The process of report generation is inefficient. Sometimes, vital reports have
been delayed.
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3.9

Justification For The New System
The proposed system will also have some features which are made mention

below:
Accuracy in the handling of data.
The volume of paperwork will be greatly reduced.
Flexibility (i.e.) it can be accessed at any time.
Better storage and faster retrieval system.
Errors in the reports will be greatly minimised.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
4.1

Design Standard

The system designed made use of top-down design in processing data. Access to
information is made through the home page. All the sub systems in the program
perform a specified task. Each module is tested before the final integration and
testing of the whole system.

4.2

Output Specification And Design
The output from the new program is designed in such a way that it conveys

meaningful information to the users. The design of the outputs is done using web
page report formats and grid controls.
The system is designed to generate outputs on the career counselling report.
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Career Counselling Report

4.3

Input Specification And Design

The input forms are designs generally based on the necessary data that needs to be
entered into the system. The data are captured through the keyboard and stored on
a magnetic disk in an access database.
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Career Form
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4.4

File Design

Access database was used in the design and implementation of the new system
database.

Career File
FIELD NAME

DATA TYPE

FIELD SIZE

Visitor No

Text

20

Name

Text

50

Area of Interest

Memo

0

Area of Better

Memo

0

Desired Profession

Text

50

Best Subject

Text

50

Date

Date/Time

8

Counselling

Text

Performance

100
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4.5

Procedure Chart

Home Page

About Us

Counselling
Report
Online
Counselling
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Exit

4.6

System Flowchart

Input data
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Processor
Disk
Storage

Output (Report)
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4.7

Implementation

The system is designed to make use of menu driven technique. It starts by
displaying the menu page. The top down chart is used. The options on the main
menu are selected by the user to execute one task or the other. On the close of the
subprogram control is transferred back to the main program.
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4.7.1 Program Flowchart
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No

Valid
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Select menu options
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No
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No
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Stop
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screen
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4.7.2 Psuedo Code
start the program
select link from the home page
enter the data
save the data
more entry
if yes then repeat the above processes

4.8

System Requirement
In order to realize this project, the following software and hardware

components were used:
Hardware Requirements
In the cost of the design, the software developed needed the following hardware
for an effective and efficient operation of the new system:
1. At least 1GB RAM.
2. At least 80GB hard disk.
3. Display monitor.
4. An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) units
5. Printer.
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Software Requirements
The software requirements include:
Windows Xp or higher version for faster processing
Microsoft Access
Visual Basic integrated development environment (version 6.0).
HTML
Operational Requirement
For the new system to be operational, a conducive computer room has to be created
and three computers installed for staff use.
Personnel Requirement
A total of 2 computer operators are needed to manage the computer centre. They
will oversee the entry of data into the system.

.
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4.9

Testing
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4.10 Cutover Process
This is the process of changing from the manual system to computerized system.
When the entire procedure obtained in an organization is converted to automatic
electronic mode. There are many methods of change over which include:
Direct Changeover
In this method the old system is completely replaced by the new system in one
move. This may be avoidable where the two systems are substantially different,
where the new system is a real time system, or when an extra staff to oversee its
parallel running is unobtainable. This method is comparatively cheap but is risky.
Program corrections are difficult while the system has to remain operational. The
new system should be introduced during stack periods and in large systems. It may
introduced, application, allowing several months between each stage to ensure all
problems are cleared up before the whole system becomes operational.
Parallel Changeover
In this method ,both the manual and computerized system are operated
concurrently for sufficiently long period and their outputs compared periodically
and possible discrepancies reconciled on the new system until all users are satisfied
.The old system is discontinued when discrepancies are seen to have seized arising.
It has the advantage of having an old system to fall back on, incase the new system
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fails. The disadvantage is the cost of running two systems side by side, both of
which will achieve similar result.
Phase Changeover
Here, the changeover starts with a department or branch. The effect of the
new system in the sample department or branch is observed before some other
department or branch which may be more sensitive can adapt to the new system .
Pilot Changeover
In this case, some transactions that are very complex are operated using
parallel changeover and in other remaining existing system in application, direct
changeover is used.
The researcher recommends the “parallel changeover” to avoid drastic
problems that may arise due to failure of a newly developed system.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATION AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1

Summary
Career assessments are tests that come in a variety of forms and rely on both

quantitative and qualitative methodologies. Career Assessments can help
individuals identify and better articulate their unique interests, values, and skills.
Career counsellors, executive coaches, career development centres and
outplacement companies often administer career assessments to help individuals
focus their search on careers that closely match their unique personal profile.
Career counselling advisors assess people's interests, personality, values and skills,
and also help them explore career options and research graduate and professional
schools. Career counselling provides one-on-one or group professional assistance
in exploration and decision making tasks related to choosing a major/occupation,
transitioning into the world of work or further professional training. The field is
vast and includes career placement, career planning, learning strategies and student
development.
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5.2

Recommendation
Counselling application is recommended to be online for easy accessibility

by people. This will help them to be counselled online. The researcher
recommends also for a fast implementation of this software by counsellors to
enable them perform their work efficiently.
5.3

Conclusion
An objective form of career counselling is through an aptitude test, or a

career test. Career testing is now usually done online and provides insightful and
objective information about which jobs may be suitable for the test taker based on
combination of their interests, values and skills. Career tests usually provide a list
of recommended jobs that match the test takers attributes with those of people with
similar personalities who are successful at their jobs. Career guidance and
counselling is an essential in all secondary schools. Every child needs to be
properly guided and counselled to aid him select the best career in his own interest
to develop a good future for the individual. Developing a computerized system for
career guidance and counselling will help improve the mode of guidance and
counselling by making it easier, more accurate and reducing the stress involved.
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APPENDIX
PROGRAM OUTPUT

Career counselling report
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Career form
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SOURCE CODES

Private Sub Command1_Click()
Unload Me
login.Show
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load()
Dim copy As New Scripting.FileSystemObject
Set copy = New Scripting.FileSystemObject
If (copy.FileExists("c:/c.mdb")) Then
Else
copy.CopyFile App.Path & "/c.mdb", "c:/"
End If
End Sub
Private Sub Timer1_Timer()
Unload Me
login.Show
End Sub
Private Sub Command1_Click()
Adodc1.Recordset.AddNew
End Sub
Private Sub Command2_Click()
Unload Me
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load()
Me.Width = 12000
Me.Height = 5000
Me.Top = 2000
Me.Left = 4000
Adodc1.Recordset.AddNew
End Sub
Private Sub mnuClose_Click()
Unload Me
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End Sub
Private Sub mnuExit_Click()
Unload Me
End
Public strSearch As String
Private Sub Command1_Click()
strSearch = cboName.Text
Unload Me
custom_report.Show
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load()
With Adodc1.Recordset
.MoveFirst
Do While Not .EOF
If !student <> "" Then
cboName.AddItem !student
End If
.MoveNext
Loop
End With
End Sub
Private Sub Command1_Click()
Dim username As String
Dim password As String
Dim query As String
username = txtUsername.Text
password = txtPassword.Text
query = "select * from login where username ='" + username + "'and password = '" + password +
"'"
Adodc1.RecordSource = query
Adodc1.Refresh
'MsgBox Adodc1.Recordset.RecordCount
If Adodc1.Recordset.RecordCount = 1 Then
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Unload Me
Form2.Show
Else
MsgBox "Login failed. Try again"
End If

End Sub
Private Sub Command2_Click()
Unload Me
End
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load()
Me.Width = 17445
Me.Height = 5000
Me.Top = 1000
Me.Left = 700
End Sub
Private Sub mnuClose_Click()
Unload Me
End Sub
Private Sub mnuExit_Click()
Unload Me
End
End Sub
Private Sub mnuPrint_Click()
printer.ShowPrinter
PrintForm
End Sub
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